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Andrew Lost #11: With the Dinosaurs
When Steelgaze, a wise old dinosaur sends his two
young charges Joseph and Fleetfeet on a quest, they
finally discover the value of cooperation.

VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever
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Andrew is back for another "Color-With-Me"
adventure! Join Andrew on a trip to the "Andrew
Brothers Circus" and find out what Andrew thinks it
would be like to juggle, walk the tightrope, charm a
snake and even tame a fierce lion!! Make sure you
have your crayons ready because just like Andrew's
first adventure, each chapter has a picture from the
story for you to color! Plus this new book has space in
each picture for you to draw your own background!
The only limits are your imagination and if you're
anything like Andrew, that means there are no limits!!

In Time
When Beeper accidentally releases the escape hatch
to the Time-a-Tron, the time travelers must protect
themselves from the world's most fearsome creature,
Tyrannosaurus rex.

The Blue Poetry Book
Andrew, Judy, and Thudd have escaped the dinosaurs
only to find themselves surrounded by the woolly
mammoths of the Ice Age! Can they locate their lost
Uncle Al and travel back to their own time before the
evil Dr. Kron-Tox puts his nefarious plan into action?

Lost in the City of Flowers
When Uncle Al is kidnapped by Dr. Kron-Tox and sent
to prehistoric times, Andrew, his cousin Judy, and
Thudd the robot try to use Uncle Al's latest invention,
the Time-A-Tron, to rescue him, and learn first-hand
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about the origins of the universe.

Goodbye Caution
ANDREW, JUDY, AND Thudd are still the size of
insects. Andrew has invented special bug suits to
protect them. But the suits won’t help much when
they get lost in a pond full of frogs that love to eat
bugs! They come face-to-face with fierce larvae, giant
waterbugs, diving beetles, and socalled moss animals
that look like floating brains. Will Andrew, Judy, and
Thudd find their way out of the pond . . . before they
croak? Another exciting and fact-filled adventure sure
to please kids, parents, teachers, and librarians alike!
From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Lost Dinosaurs of Egypt
Franklin has more than one secret-if possible, the
second more hideous than the first. As a serial killer
who murders young prostitutes in particularly
gruesome ways, Franklin also works with a friend,
who helps covers his tracks. The only compensation
required from his friend is watching the killings . . .
and taking a few pictures that he shares with a couple
of his friends. In turn, those friends share their
pictures and stories of other murders, creating a
horrific network of murder used as entertainment.
Detective Carl Peterson's first mistake in being
assigned to the Kankakee serial killer case is thinking
that he's simply looking for a serial killer . . . acting
alone. When Carl seeks help from his computer
statistician girlfriend, Laurie, she discovers that
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various murders in four different states have
similarities that can't be ignored. Carl teams up with
FBI profiler Bob Rathburn, and together they track
down the killer. But then, the murders continue . . .
And the more Carl discovers, the more the
unthinkable connections become a staggering reality.

In the Jungle
Andrew, his cousin Judy, and super-smart robot Thudd
escape the bathtub–only to get flushed down the
toilet! Now they have to find their way through a
maze of pipes to the kitchen sink. But the kitchen is
no place to be when you’re the size of a flea. Monster
cockroaches scurry across the counter while flies
patrol the skies. Will the kids survive the kitchen? Or
will they end up frozen in the fridge? Time is running
out!

In the Garbage
Lost in an Australian rainforest, Andrew, Judy, and
Thudd the robot, who are still the size of insects, must
evade Rhinoceros beetles, tarantulas, flesh-eating
plants, and a host of other threats as they make their
way toward the village where Uncle Al will meet them.

The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
Danny and the Revenge of the Dinosaurs
The first double digit birthday is an exciting milestone
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for all kids, but for Oliver his tenth birthday is the
start of a great adventure as he travels the universe
and learns about his special place as Keeper of the
Tindou Tablet and protector of the dinosaurs.

In the Ice Age
Sometimes the darkness we fear is our ownDespite
his reputation as a brilliant and dedicated space
engineer, John Rees is certain he is not the man
everyone thinks he is. Haunted by the death of his
father and one fatal decision that questions his
morality, he doubts he will have a chance to redeem
himself for a past he cannot escape.But when 100
colonists go missing on an alien planet, John sees his
chance to prove once and for all that one decision
doesn't create a monster. John and the crew of the
Atlas struggle to survive the near-total malfunction of
their power and navigation systems, evidence that a
strange alien race intercepted the colonists, and even
a near-impossible jump through hundreds of meters
of solid rock.Can John and the crew make use of
limited resources and save the lives of their
companions? Or will the challenges prove once and
for all that John will never be able to find the peace
that he seeks?

Dinosaurs
Still trying to stop the evil Dr. Kron-Tox, Andrew, his
cousin Judy, Thudd the robot, and Beeper find Uncle
Al in the Ice Age, where they encounter prehistoric
animals, birds, and people.
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Wintercity Crossing
The date is January 11, 1911. A young German
paleontologist, accompanied only by a guide, a cook,
four camels, and a couple of camel drivers, reaches
the lip of the vast Bahariya Depression after a long
trek across the bleak plateau of the western desert of
Egypt. The scientist, Ernst Freiherr Stromer von
Reichenbach, hopes to find fossil evidence of early
mammals. In this, he will be disappointed, for the
rocks here will prove to be much older than he thinks.
They are nearly a hundred million years old. Stromer
is about to learn that he has walked into the age of
the dinosaurs. At the bottom of the Bahariya
Depression, Stromer will find the remains of four
immense and entirely new dinosaurs, along with
dozens of other unique specimens. But there will be
reversals—shipments delayed for years by war, fossils
shattered in transit, stunning personal and
professional setbacks. Then, in a single cataclysmic
night, all of his work will be destroyed and Ernst
Stromer will slip into history and be forgotten. The
date is January 11, 2000—eighty-nine years to the
day after Stromer descended into Bahariya. Another
young paleontologist, Ameri-can graduate student
Josh Smith, has brought a team of fellow scientists to
Egypt to find Stromer’s dinosaur graveyard and
resurrect the German pioneer’s legacy. After weeks of
digging, often under appalling conditions, they fail
utterly at rediscovering any of Stromer’s dinosaur
species. Then, just when they are about to declare
defeat, Smith’s team discovers a dinosaur of such
staggering immensity that it will stun the world of
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paleontology and make headlines around the globe.
Masterfully weaving together history, science, and
human drama, The Lost Dinosaurs of Egypt is the
gripping account of not one but two of the twentieth
century’s great expeditions of discovery.

Card Game in a Book - Noah's Ark
Some families are ARE a little too close! A shock from
a numbfish has shrunk Andrew, Judy, and Thudd to
microscopic size. Just when they think Uncle Al has
rescued them, a mosquito bite injects them into his
bloodstream! They travel to his lungs and pay a
friendly visit to his mucous membranes. Will they ever
find their way out of Uncle Al? Or will this family tie
become a permanent knot? J. C. Greenburg is the
author of many books for young people in the library
and reference fields. She's married to Dan Greenburg,
author of the Zack Files and Weird Planet. She lives in
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York. Jan Gerardi is an art
director and has illustrated several books for children.
She has a husband, a daughter, and two dogs. She
lives in Little Egg Harbor, New Jersey.

The Orange Fairy Book
Companion Book to the Documentary Movie.
Translates movie into narrative, and adds more
photos, documents, news clips and stories. Includes
the article "Acorn to Icon" by Eugene Winter. Includes
"The Last Days" story by George Koumantzelis.

The Last Pow-wow Oak
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Tom Rea traces the evolution of scientific thought
regarding dinosaurs and reveals the deception,
hostility, and sometimes outright aggression present
in the early years of fossil hunting. This book details
one of the most famous—and notorious—dinosaur
skeletons ever discovered: Diplodocus carnegii,
named after Andrew Carnegie.

Dinosaur World
Andrew, Judy, and Thudd have escaped primordial
Earth only to find themselves surrounded by
huge–and hungry!–dinosaurs. Meanwhile Uncle Al is
still stranded in the Ice Age. Somehow Andrew, Judy,
and Thudd must fix their time machine and rescue
Uncle Al–before he becomes a human ice cube! Kids,
parents, and teachers love this series–kids for all its
gooey grossness, and teachers and parents for all the
fun science and great discussion points! From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Dinosaurs
Viola has always felt like she doesn't belong. With her
mother halfway around the world, her sister away at
school, and her father as her only friend, she keeps to
herself and only dreams of becoming an artist. The
last thing a lonely fourteen-year-old girl wants for her
birthday is to spend time with an old woman she
doesn't even know. And she certainly doesn't want to
travel 544 years back in time to a place she's only
read about in books. Armed with Idan, a mysterious
pocket watch, she must navigate the perilous city to
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find a way home before she falls victim to the threats
of Lorenzo the Magnificent. For a girl that has a hard
time meeting people, Viola manages to befriend the
famous artist Leonardo da Vinci and gain the
affections of the handsome Giuliano de' Medici. To get
back home Viola must find her voice and tap into her
artistic abilities while she works in an artist's
workshop and encounters the enchanting work of
some of the Renaissance's most amazing artists.

Larry Gets Lost in Prehistoric Times
When an electric fish shrinks Andrew, Judy, and Thudd
to the size of bacteria, they end up being injected by
a mosquito into Uncle Al's bloodstream where they
must battle germs, parasites, and white blood cells.

Andrew Lost #3: In the Kitchen
A Guide to Dinosaurs presents a thorough
introduction to the creatures that dominated the
Earth for 160 million years in the Mesozoic ear.

Andrew Lost #12: In the Ice Age
The Dinosaurs and Monsters Under
Emily's Bed Have Gone!
Introduces, in text and illustrations, the
characteristics, habits, and natural environment of
dinosaurs. Includes experiments and other activities.
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Books 'n' Stones 'n' Dinosaur Bones
Need an activity to go with your Sunday school lesson
on Noah's Ark? This card game takes a lot of hints
from simple card games like 'Go Fish' and 'Old Maid'
but makes them fresh, new, and Bible Story Themed!
Be the first player to get at least 4 pairs of animals on
your ark. Then, you have to play the Olive Branch and
Dove before anyone else. Play multiple rounds and
keep score. With 20 cute and fun animals to match,
this game will be fun whether or not you're at Sunday
School.: )

In the Kitchen
The Kill Switch
Ever since Jurassic Park we thought we knew how
dinosaurs lived their lives. In this remarkable new
book, Brian J. Ford reveals that dinosaurs were, in
fact, profoundly different from what we believe, and
their environment was unlike anything we have
previously thought.

Andrew Lost #16: In Uncle Al
While in the Australian desert, ant-sized Andrew, his
cousin Judy, and Thudd the robot are carried away by
a dust-devil and face many dangerous creatures as
they make their way back to Uncle Al.

The Tindou Tablet
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This is the story of Galicia, once a crown land of the
Austrian Empire, located in the center of Europe.
Although largely forgotten today, Galicia was a
vibrant, multicultural place where the lives of
numerous ethnic and religious groups were
intertwined for generations. Galician Trails explores
every facet of this long-gone land, from tiny farming
villages tucked into mountain passes, to towns filled
with a variety of small industries and craftspeople, to
modern cities with the conveniences of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The political
struggles and wise compromises that kept Galicia's
citizens together for centuries, and the tragic forces
that ultimately tore Galicia apart, unfold here before
our eyes. When Andrew Zalewski set out to learn a bit
more about his grandmother, little did he know that
he was embarking on the journey of a lifetime-one
that would take him back to faraway Galicia. Along
the way, he encountered many of his ancestors, from
simple sheep farmers to nobles, from men who
helped establish railroads-the exciting new
technology of the late nineteenth century-to
pioneering professional women of the early twentieth.
One of the latter was the author's grandmother,
Helena Regiec Sobolewska, a talented educator and a
determined, independent woman. She raised a
daughter single-handedly through the turmoil of the
Great War and the little-known conflicts that followed
it. Although the real Galicia disappeared from maps
long ago, it will live on in the memory of anyone who
travels there through the richly illustrated pages of
Galician Trails. This book is for you if you are
interested to Discover the rich lives of those who lived
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in Galicia in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
Find out something about your Austrian, Jewish,
Polish, or Ukrainian ancestors who once lived in the
land that is divided today between Poland and
Ukraine See how new mixed with old to change
people's lives Learn little-known details of how World
War I and the events that followed forever changed
the lives of the people of Galicia

Galician Trails
***** Warning: This book contains some disturbing
situations, dubious consent, strong language, and
violence.***** Becca Campbell is a mother, friend,
and widow to a war hero (may he rot in hell). She just
wants to raise her daughter right and keep her bedand-breakfast afloat in this economy. Her traumatic
past leaves her with no desire for a relationship—until
Grayson James walks through her door. He’s not the
type of man you can easily say “no” to. Becca can’t
quite understand the pull she feels toward him. But
then his controlling nature starts to push her
away—and into Ray McNeil’s comforting arms. Which
is right where Ray has always wanted her. Who will
Becca choose? Will she finally give in to her feelings
for Ray, or continue the tumultuous relationship with
Grayson? Only one thing is certain—either choice will
mean saying goodbye to caution.

The Lost Colony Series: Omnibus Edition
An anthology of the popular works of British poets
Scott, Browning, Blake, Wordsworth and others.
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Includes a few Scottish and American poets.

With the Dinosaurs
After being shrunk by a shrinking machine, Alexander,
his cousin Judy, and Thudd the robot encounter drain
flies, a cockroach, and worse as they work their way
through Mrs. Scuttle's house toward safety.

Andrew Lost #18: With the Frogs
Describes and rates more than twenty thousand
videos, and provides indexes by theme, awards,
actors, actresses, and directors.

Big Top Andrew
"THE ULTIMATE DINOSAUR BIOGRAPHY," hails
Scientific American: A thrilling new history of the age
of dinosaurs, from one of our finest young scientists.
A New York Times Bestseller • Goodreads Choice
Awards WINNER A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR:
Smithsonian, NPR Science Friday, The Times
(London), Popular Mechanics, Science News, Library
Journal, Booklist, and Chicago Public Library "A
masterpiece of science writing." —Washington Post
"This is scientific storytelling at its most visceral,
striding with the beasts through their Triassic dawn,
Jurassic dominance, and abrupt demise in the
Cretaceous." —Nature The dinosaurs. Sixty-six million
years ago, the Earth’s most fearsome creatures
vanished. Today they remain one of our planet’s great
mysteries. Now The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
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reveals their extraordinary, 200-million-year-long
story as never before. In this captivating narrative
(enlivened with more than seventy original
illustrations and photographs), Steve Brusatte, a
young American paleontologist who has emerged as
one of the foremost stars of the field—naming fifteen
new species and leading groundbreaking scientific
studies and fieldwork—masterfully tells the complete,
surprising, and new history of the dinosaurs, drawing
on cutting-edge science to dramatically bring to life
their lost world and illuminate their enigmatic origins,
spectacular flourishing, astonishing diversity,
cataclysmic extinction, and startling living legacy.
Captivating and revelatory, The Rise and Fall of the
Dinosaurs is a book for the ages. Brusatte traces the
evolution of dinosaurs from their inauspicious start as
small shadow dwellers—themselves the beneficiaries
of a mass extinction caused by volcanic eruptions at
the beginning of the Triassic period—into the
dominant array of species every wide-eyed child
memorizes today, T. rex, Triceratops, Brontosaurus,
and more. This gifted scientist and writer re-creates
the dinosaurs’ peak during the Jurassic and
Cretaceous, when thousands of species thrived, and
winged and feathered dinosaurs, the prehistoric
ancestors of modern birds, emerged. The story
continues to the end of the Cretaceous period, when a
giant asteroid or comet struck the planet and nearly
every dinosaur species (but not all) died out, in the
most extraordinary extinction event in earth’s history,
one full of lessons for today as we confront a “sixth
extinction.” Brusatte also recalls compelling stories
from his globe-trotting expeditions during one of the
most exciting eras in dinosaur research—which he
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calls “a new golden age of discovery”—and offers
thrilling accounts of some of the remarkable findings
he and his colleagues have made, including primitive
human-sized tyrannosaurs; monstrous carnivores
even larger than T. rex; and paradigm-shifting
feathered raptors from China. An electrifying scientific
history that unearths the dinosaurs’ epic saga, The
Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs will be a definitive and
treasured account for decades to come. Includes 75
images, world maps of the prehistoric earth, and a
dinosaur family tree.

Thunder Falls
Andrew, his cousin Judy, and Thudd the robot wind up
at a garbage dump when Andrew's latest invention,
the Goa Constrictor, shrinks them to the size of
beetles and swallows them.

Andrew Lost #17: In the Desert
The Adventures of Prince Albert and the
Royal Dinosaurs
When a man awakens from cryogenic sleep on a
desert planet, stricken with amnesia and low on
supplies, his race to remember becomes as urgent as
his struggle to survive. Abandoning his escape pod in
search of the ship that brought him here, he
encounters androids wandering the sands and is
puzzled to find that they too have no memories. But
each encounter reveals a fragment of his life in
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Wintercity, the cold metropolis where he designed
mind-altering drugs for Muramato Laboratories, a
pharmaceutical company run by his former friend
Raymond Barnes. Resentful of how Ray has profited
from his research, the man seeks revenge, even as
he's pulled into a police investigation of a citywide
drug epidemic. When the investigation implicates a
young woman he has fallen for, his attempts to
protect her unravel a conspiracy involving black
markets, prostitution rings, even android theft. Each
thread is a clue, not only to Muramato Laboratories'
shady dealings, but to the man's desert amnesia. He
must make sense of it all, even though the truth
might destroy him.

In Uncle Al
One year after the terrifying invasion of the dinosaurs,
Danny settles down. He believes the dinosaurs are
long gone. HE IS WRONG. As a result of his trip to the
past, the dinosaurs have evolved into a frightening
new species. MARTIANS. A prophecy from Thomas
Edison deepens the mystery of the oppressors' threat
to destroy humankind. The President of the United
States (POTUS) unveils a new invention to battle the
aliens. Unknowingly, Danny and Jack (his son) rescue
Albert Einstein's long-lost child from a hidden alien
prison. Both the POTUS and the Vice President are
kidnapped during a White House invasion. Once
again, Danny must save the day using his powerful
new allies. Please visit David's author blog at: http:
//booksrfun.infomages.com/
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Dinotopia
Author Jessica Ashley writes books aimed at helping
parents and their children address the common fears,
anxieties and day-to-day situations all young children
experience. In this book she looks particularly at a
child's fear of the dark - and the imaginary creatures
that inhabit it. As adults, we know there ARE no
monsters, dinosaurs and ghosts - but try telling that
to an impressionable young toddler or preschooler!
Fact is that monsters, dinosaurs, ghosts - and going to
bed in the dark - rank right up at number 1 or 2 in
most lists of early childhood fears. Jessica makes no
attempt to discredit - in the child's mind - the
existence of these scary creatures. Rather, she helps
her young readers - in a light-hearted and humorous
way - to understand that a fear that's imagined into a
child's mind can also be imagined out of it! Here's an
exerpt from the introduction to the book Emily lives in
a small apartment on the 27th floor of a tall
apartment block with her Mum and Dad and her
puppy, Yorky, and her kitten Ginger Emily has her
very own bedroom, and in the daytime, or when the
light is still on, Emily's room is a happy, laughy, place.
But at night, when the light is off, her room changes,
and in the dark it becomes very, very scary! This is
the story about how Emily got rid of the monsters and
dinosaurs she was SURE lived under her bed at night
and how you can, too, if you're worried about them!
Here is a book for young children afraid of the dark and parents who want to help them. Get it now!

Too Big to Walk: The New Science of
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Dinosaurs
Bone Wars
Larry, a young puppy, falls asleep and travels through
time to the prehistoric era, encounterings large and
small dinosaurs before tumbling forward into the Ice
Age and Stone Age, where he meets new friends and
wonders how to return to his own time.
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